Place of non-vitamin K antagonist oral anticoagulants in anticoagulant-antiplatelet combinations in peripheral artery disease.
Non-vitamin K antagonist oral anticoagulants are becoming increasingly important in the prophylaxis and treatment of thrombosis in atrial fibrillation and venous thromboembolism. Antiplatelets are widely prescribed in the primary and secondary prevention of cardiac and vascular diseases. There are potentially numerous situations where anticoagulants and antiplatelets may be combined; these combinations have been explored in coronary artery disease, and some have been included in updated recommendations. Is it legitimate to transpose these recommendations to the management of peripheral artery disease? The specific characteristics of the treated vessels, the stents used, the respective frequencies of stent thrombosis and its effect on the target organ are probably different, and explain why opinions differ. However, because of a lack of evidence, empirical behaviours are being established without scientific validation. This review of the literature details the situations in which combinations of an anticoagulant and an antiplatelet have been explored in peripheral artery disease. We discuss the issue of antithrombotic combinations in stable peripheral artery disease and for vascular or endovascular surgery.